OVERHEAD CONTROL PANEL (OHCP)

COMBINE ULTRA-SLIM LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN WITH INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS. WHY NOT?
MAKROFOL® AND MAKROLON® ENABLE A NEW ULTRA-SLIM, SEAMLESS AND LIGHT-WEIGHT DESIGN

Overhead control panel (OHCP) – Overview

The automotive overhead console is produced by combining Film Insert Molding (FIM) technology with Injection Molded Structural Electronics (IMSE™). This creates a lightweight, thin, 3-dimensional, smart molded structure with sophisticated electronic functions. The scratch-resistant, hard-coated and 3D formable Makrofol® HF312 and the printable Makrofol® DE polycarbonate films enables a significant reduction up to 90 % in thickness and up to 58 % in weight of the finished part. The OHCP features integrated printed circuits, touch control, antenna and LEDs.

*IMSE™: Trademark by TactoTek®

Materials and processes – key benefits:

• Space-saving solutions: High level of function integration at smallest space for automotive interior control panel design
• Complex geometries combined with high mechanical stability
• Increased design freedom
• Lightweight and significantly reduced part thickness
• Seamless design enabled by individual screen-printed surface decoration

TactoTek® IMSE™ Technology Demonstrator

Covestro – TactoTek® collaboration

The overhead control panel (OHCP) is a joint project of TactoTek®, Oulunsalo, Finland (tactotek.com) and Covestro as technology partners using Makrofol® films and Makrolon® resin. The part was implemented by direct integration of electronic components like LED via TactoTek®’s proprietary IMSE™ technology, a special FIM process. Printing is used to create the conductive structure and the decoration.

Product characteristics:

• Produced by two-in-one FIM (Film Insert Molding)
• Scratch and chemical resistant film surfaces
• Injection Molded Structural Electronics (IMSE™)
• Lightweight seamless 3D formed design
• Integrated capacitive-touch & LED illumination

Two-in-one FIM

For the demonstrator, Covestro supplied hard coated Makrofol® HF312 for the top surface, and uncoated Makrofol® DE 1-1 for the rear side. PCS resin Makrolon® Ai2217 was provided for the injection molding. The hard coated, UV curable film offers a highly scratch-resistant and chemical resistant surface, excellent printability through screen-printing on the rear side plus 3D formability in High Pressure Forming (HPF).

Makrofol® DE1-1 provides a formable carrier for the electronics. Molding with Makrolon® Ai2217 (high melt flow index) in between the films results in a lightweight part with high stiffness and embedded function integration.

Potential applications:

Automotive/mobility
Appliances/smart home
Consumer electronics
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The manner in which you use our products, technical assistance and information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formulations and recommendations, are beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative that you test our products to determine suitability for your processing and intended uses. Your analysis must at least include testing to determine suitability from a technical, health, safety, and environmental and regulatory standpoint. Such testing has not necessarily been done by Covestro, and Covestro has not obtained any approvals or licenses for a particular use or application of the product, unless explicitly stated otherwise. Any samples provided by Covestro are for testing purposes only and not for commercial use. Unless we otherwise agree in writing, all products are sold strictly pursuant to the terms of our standard conditions of sale which are available upon request. All information and including technical assistance is given without warranty or guarantee and is subject to change without notice. It is expressly understood and agreed by you that you assume and hereby expressly release indemnify us and hold us harmless from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection with the use of our products, technical assistance, and information. Any statement or recommendation not contained herein is unauthorized and shall not bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a recommendation to use any product in conflict with any claim of any patent relative to any material or its use. No license is implied or in fact granted under the claims of any patent.
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